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Abstract
Optical flow techniques are used to compute an approximate motion field in an image
sequence. We apply a variational approach for the optical flow introducing a combined diffusion
and curvature based regularizer that requires the solution of a fourth order system of partial
differential equations with jumping coefficients. A geometric multigrid solver for that problem
is presented which is composed of collective Gauss-Seidel relaxation and standard geometric
transfer operators. The adequacy of using pointwise smoothers is demonstrated with the help
of local Fourier analysis. Galerkin based coarse grid operators are applied for an efficient
treatment of jumping coefficients. Finally, some results on convergence rates, timings and
visual quality of the approximated motion field for synthetic and real world images are shown.

1

INTRODUCTION

Optical flow is commonly defined to be the motion of brightness patterns in a sequence of images. It
was introduced by Horn and Schunck [22], who proposed a differential method to compute the optical
flow from pairs of images using a brightness constancy assumption and an additional smoothness
constraint on the magnitude of the gradient of the velocity field in order to regularize the problem,
what we call diffusion based regularization. Since then optical flow has been studied intensively and
many extensions to that simple variational approach, e.g., considering different regularizing terms,
were investigated [21, 29, 15, 34, 19, 35, 36, 5, 6] and applied to various applications ranging from
robotics to video compression and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), where optical flow provides
approximate motion of fluid flows. Especially for PIV, it is necessary to incorporate physically more
meaningful regularizers to be able to impose, e.g., an incompressibility condition of the velocity field.
Suter [31] introduced therefore a smoothness constraint on the divergence and curl of the velocity
field that was used intensively in the following [17, 9, 26, 8]. A well-known regularizer in image
registration that is related to optical flow [13, 28] and a special case of a second order div-curl based
regularizer [17] is the curvature based regularizer. The purpose of the curvature based regularizer
is to let affine motion unpenalized while higher order motions are still used to enforce smoothness.
Another advantage of a higher order regularizer is that for some applications additional information
from features or landmarks is given for the optical flow computation [39]. Here, the higher order
regularizer is required to avoid singularities in the solution [12, 14].

We present a variational optical flow approach for a combined diffusion and curvature based
regularizer in Section 2. We will show that this regularizer beats both the simple diffusion and the
curvature based regularizer in terms of accuracy.
Besides accuracy of the approximate motion field obtained by optical flow, an important goal is
to achieve real time or close to real time performance in many applications, which makes an efficient
numerical solution of the underlying system of partial differential equations (PDE) mandatory. First
attempts to use multilevel techniques to speed up optical flow computations are due to Glazer [16]
and Terzopoulos [32]. After that, several multigrid based solvers were proposed for different optical
flow regularizers (see, e.g., [11, 2, 25, 24, 7, 6]). We develop a geometric multigrid method in
Section 3 in order to solve the fourth order system of partial differential equations derived from
our variational optical flow approach efficiently. Especially the existence and efficiency of point
smoothing methods is investigated in some detail.
In Section 4 optical flow results using the combined diffusion and curvature regularizer both for
synthetic and real world images are found and compared to the classical regularizer of Horn and
Schunck. We end this paper with an outlook for future developments, e.g., the extension to isotropic
or anisotropic versions of the combined regularizer to deal with discontinuities in the velocity field.

2
2.1

OPTICAL FLOW MODEL AND DISCRETIZATION
Continuous system

The variational approach to compute the motion field as proposed by Horn and Schunck [22] uses
two assumptions. The first is that a moving object in the image does not change its gray values,
what means that for example changes of illumination are neglected. For an image sequence I :
Ω × T → R , Ω ⊂ R2 describing the gray value intensities for each point x = (x, y) in the regular
image domain Ω at time t ∈ T = [0, tmax ], tmax ∈ N, this so-called brightness constancy assumption
reads
dI
=0 .
(1)
dt
This yields the following identity for the movement of a gray value at (x, y, t)
I(x, t) = I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) .

(2)

Taylor expansion of I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) around (x, y, t) neglecting higher order terms and using
(2) gives
Ix u + Iy v + It ≈ 0
with the partial image derivatives
T

dx
dt

∂I
∂x

= Ix ,

∂I
∂y

= Iy ,

∂I
∂t

= It and the optical flow velocity vector

dy
dt .

u = (u, v) , u :=
, v :=
This brightness constancy assumption is used throughout this paper,
but by itself results in an ill-posed, under-determined problem. Therefore additional regularization
is required. Horn and Schunck proposed as second assumption a smoothness constraint or a diffusion
based regularizer
S1 (u) = k∇uk2 + k∇vk2
and combined both in an energy functional
Z
E1 (u) := (Ix u + Iy v + It )2 + αS1 (u)dx

(3)

Ω

that is to be minimized. α ∈ R+ represents a weighting parameter. The curvature based regularizer
penalizes second derivatives instead and can be written as
S2 (u) = (∆u)2 + (∆v)2 .
As already mentioned, it is a special case of the div-curl based regularizer [17]
S20 (u) = α1 k∇divuk2 + α2 k∇curluk2 ,

where α1 = α2 = 1. We propose a combination of the regularizers S1 (u) and S2 (u) resulting in the
combined diffusion and curvature based regularizer
S3 (u) = βS1 (u) + (1 − β)S2 (u) ,
where β ∈ [0, 1].
The corresponding energy functional E3 (u) is obtained by simply replacing S1 by S3 in (3). The
resulting Euler-Lagrange equations constituting a necessary condition for a minimum of E3 (u) are

α (1 − β)(−∆)2 u + β(−∆)u + Ix (Ix u + Iy v + It ) = 0
(4a)

2
α (1 − β)(−∆) v + β(−∆)v + Iy (Ix u + Iy v + It ) = 0
(4b)
with natural Neumann boundary conditions on u and −∆u in case of β 6= 1. For β = 0 we obtain
a fourth order system from (4), whereas for β = 1 the original Horn and Schunck second order
system results.
The diffusion based regularizer only allows small changes of near vectors and produces very
smooth motion fields, but it also smoothes edges out. The curvature based regularizer lets affine
motion unpenalized since they are in its kernel, and uses higher order motions to enforce smoothness.
By the combination of these two types of regularizers we make a first step towards the physically motivated regularizer S20 (u). We will show that the combined regularizer can be computed efficiently
and that it is more accurate than each of the two regularizers separately.

2.2

Discrete system

The biharmonic operator ∆2 which appears in (4) is known to lead to poor multigrid performance.
Therefore it is a common approach to split up the biharmonic operator into a system of two Poissontype equations [33]. Employing this idea, (4) can be transformed into the following system using
additional unknown functions w1 and w2 :
0

= −∆u − w1

0

2

0
0

= −∆v − w

(5a)
(5b)
1

1



+ Ix (Ix u + Iy v + It )

(5c)

2

2



+ Iy (Ix u + Iy v + It ) .

(5d)

= α −(1 − β)∆w + βw
= α −(1 − β)∆w + βw

(5a)-(5d) is discretized by finite differences using the standard five-point central discretization ∆h
of the Laplacian (compare with, e.g., [33]). Then the discrete system under consideration for a fixed
time t reads

 

uh (x)
0
 vh (x)  

0
 

Lh (x) 
(6)
with
wh1 (x) = −Ix (x, t)It (x, t)
wh2 (x)
−Iy (x, t)It (x, t)


−∆h
0
−1
0


0
−∆h
0
−1
 ,
Lh (x) = 
2


Ix (x, t)
Ix (x, t)Iy (x, t) α (−(1 − β)∆h + β)
0
2
Ix (x, t)Iy (x, t)
Iy (x, t)
0
α (−(1 − β)∆h + β)
x ∈ Ωh and discrete functions uh , vh , wh1 , wh2 . Here, Ωh denotes the discrete image domain, i.e.,
each x ∈ Ωh refers to a pixel. The mesh size h is usually set to 1 for optical flow applications.
The corresponding homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for the four unknown functions are
discretized by central differences as well.
The determinant of the discrete system is given by
det (Lh )

4

3

= α2 (β − 1)2 (−∆h ) + 2α2 (β − β 2 ) (−∆h )
+

2 2

(α β + α(1 −

β)(Ix2

+

2
Iy2 )) (−∆h )

+

αβ(Ix2

(7)
+

Iy2 ) (−∆h )

omitting the dependency on space and time for convenience. For the special cases β = 0 and
β = 1 we obtain


det (Lh ) = α2 ∆4h + α Ix2 + Iy2 ∆2h
and
det (Lh ) = α2 ∆2h − α Ix2 + Iy2 ∆h ,

respectively. The principle part of det (Lh ) is ∆m
h with m = 4 for β ∈ [0, 1) and m = 2 for β = 1
due to α > 0. Hence four boundary conditions for β 6= 1 are required and two boundary conditions
for β = 1 (see, e.g., [3, 33]). This requirement is met by our choice of boundary conditions since
we use natural Neumann boundary conditions on u, v and additionally on −∆u = w1 , −∆v = w2 ,
if β 6= 1, resulting from the minimization of the energy functional, see above.

3

MULTIGRID SOLVER

In nowadays applications a real-time solution of the optical flow system becomes more and more
important. Hence an appropriate multigrid solver is an obvious choice for the numerical solution
of the resulting linear system, since multigrid methods are known to be among the fastest solvers
for discretized elliptic partial differential equations.
Multigrid methods (see, e.g., [3, 18, 4, 33, 37]) are mainly motivated by two basic principles.
1. Smoothing principle: Many iterative methods have a strong error smoothing effect if they are
applied to discrete elliptic problems.
2. Coarse grid correction principle: A smooth error term can be well represented on a coarser
grid where its approximation is substantially less expensive.
These two principles suggest the following structure of a two-grid cycle: Perform ν1 steps of an
iterative relaxation method Sh on the fine grid (pre-smoothing), compute the defect of the current
fine grid approximation, restrict the defect to the coarse grid, solve the coarse grid defect equation,
interpolate the obtained error correction to the fine grid, add the interpolated correction to the
current fine grid approximation (coarse grid correction), perform ν2 steps of an iterative relaxation
method on the fine grid (post-smoothing). Instead of an exact solution of the coarse grid equation,
it can be solved by a recursive application of the two-grid iteration, yielding a multigrid method.
We assume standard coarsening here, i.e., the sequence of coarse grids is obtained by repeatedly
doubling the mesh size in each space direction, i.e. h → 2h.
The crucial point for any multigrid method is to identify the “correct” multigrid components (i.e.,
relaxation method, restriction, interpolation, ...) yielding an efficient interplay between relaxation
and coarse grid correction. A useful tool for a proper selection is local Fourier analysis.

3.1

Basic elements of loacal Fourier analysis

Local Fourier analysis [3, 33, 38] is mainly valid for operators with constant or smoothly varying coefficients. It is based on the simplification that boundary conditions are neglected and all occurring
operators are extended to an infinite grid

Gh := x = (x, y)T = h(nx , ny )T with (nx , ny ) ∈ ZZ2 .
On an infinite grid the discrete solution, its current approximation and the corresponding error or
residual can be represented by linear combinations of certain exponential functions—the Fourier
components—which form a unitary basis of the space of bounded infinite grid functions, the Fourier
space. Regarding our optical flow system composed of four discrete equations (5a)-(5d), a proper
unitary basis of vector-valued Fourier components is given by
ϕh (θ, x) := exp(i θx/h) · I with I = (1, 1, 1, 1)T , θ ∈ Θ := (−π, π]2 , x ∈ Gh
√
and complex unit i = −1 yielding the Fourier space
F (Gh ) := span {ϕh (θ, x) : θ ∈ Θ} .
Then, the main idea of local Fourier analysis is to analyze different multigrid components or even
complete two-grid cycles by evaluating their effect on the Fourier components. Especially the
analysis of the smoothing method is based on a distinction between “high” and “low” Fourier
frequencies governed by the coarsening strategy under consideration. If standard coarsening is
selected, each “low-frequency”
θ = θ 00 ∈ Θlow := (−π/2, π/2]2

is coupled with three “high-frequencies”
θ 11 := θ 00 − (sign (θ1 ) , sign (θ2 )) π,
θ 01 := θ 00 − (0, sign (θ2 )) π

θ 10 := θ 00 − (sign (θ1 ) , 0) π,

θ 11 , θ 10 , θ 01 ∈ Θhigh := Θ \ Θlow

in the transition from Gh to G2h . That is, the related three high-frequency components are not
visible on the coarse grid G2h as they coincide with the coupled low-frequency component:




ϕh θ 00 , x = ϕh θ 11 , x = ϕh θ 10 , x = ϕh θ 01 , x
for x ∈ G2h .
This is of course due to the 2π-periodicity of the exponential function.

3.2

Measure of h-ellipticity

A well-chosen relaxation method obviously has to take care of the high-frequency error components
since they cannot be reduced on coarser grids by the coarse grid correction. The measure of hellipticity is often used to decide whether or not this can be accomplished by a point relaxation
method [3, 33, 38]. A sufficient amount of h-ellipticity indicates that point-wise error smoothing
procedures can be constructed for the discrete operator Lh under consideration. The measure of
h-ellipticity for our system of equations is defined by
n


o
e h (θ) : θ ∈ Θhigh
min det L
n


o
Eh (Lh ) :=
e h (θ) : θ ∈ Θ
max det L
where the complex (4 × 4)-matrix

e h (θ)
−∆
0
−1

e
0
−
∆
(θ)
0
h



e h (θ) = 
L
2
e h (θ) + β
 Ix
Ix Iy
α −(1 − β)∆

Ix Iy
Iy2
0



0
−1
0


e h (θ) + β
α −(1 − β)∆







is the Fourier symbol of Lh , i.e.,
e h (θ)ϕh (θ, x).
Lh ϕh (θ, x) = L
The Fourier symbol of the Laplacian reads (see, e.g., [3, 33, 38])
e h (θ) =
−∆


4
sin2 (θ1 /2) + sin2 (θ2 /2)
2
h

with θ ∈ Θ.

e h (θ)) is simply given by (7) where −∆h has to be replaced by −∆
e h (θ). For the derivation
Now, det(L
e
of Eh (Lh ) it is important to note that −∆h (θ) ≥ 0. Moreover, for the four coefficients
c1 := αβ(Ix2 + Iy2 ),

c2 := α2 β 2 + α(1 − β)(Ix2 + Iy2 ),

c3 := 2α2 (β − β 2 ),

c4 := α2 (β − 1)2

e h (θ)), we have c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ≥ 0 for α > 0, β ∈ [0, 1]. Since
occurring in det(L
f (x) = c1 x + c2 x2 + c3 x3 + c4 x4
is monotonically increasing for x, c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ≥ 0, the minimal (θ ∈ Θhigh ) and maximal (θ ∈ Θ)
e h (θ))| coincide. In particular we have
e
values of −∆(θ)
and | det(L




e h (θ) = −∆
e h (π, π) = 8 .
e h (θ) = −∆
e h (−π/2, 0) = 2 ,
−
∆
min
−∆
max
θ∈Θ
θ∈Θhigh
h2
h2
As a consequence, the measure of h-ellipticity for the discrete system (5a)-(5d) turns out to be
Eh (Lh ) =

8α(β − 1)2 + 8α(β − β 2 )h2 + 2(αβ 2 + (1 − β)(Ix2 + Iy2 ))h4 + β(Ix2 + Iy2 )h6
.
2048α(β − 1)2 + 512α(β − β 2 )h2 + 32(αβ 2 + (1 − β)(Ix2 + Iy2 ))h4 + 4β(Ix2 + Iy2 )h6

For the special cases β = 0, 1 this gives
Eh (Lh ) =

4α + (Ix2 + Iy2 )h4
1024α + 16(Ix2 + Iy2 )h4

and

Eh (Lh ) =

2α + h2
,
32α + 4h2

respectively. Note that Eh (Lh ) > 0 for all possible choices of α, h > 0, Ix2 + Iy2 ≥ 0, β ∈ [0, 1]. This
is a strong and very satisfactory robustness result for such a complicated system involving several
parameters. Even in the limit of small mesh size h → 0 the measure of h-ellipticity is bounded
away from zero since we have
(
1/16 for β = 1
lim Eh (Lh ) =
h→0
1/256 for β 6= 1.

3.3

Smoothing method

Due to the above derivations it can be expected that the optical flow system under consideration is
appropriate to point smoothing. The straight-forward generalization of a scalar smoothing method
to a system of PDEs like (6) is a collective relaxation method. This relaxation method sweeps over
all grid points x ∈ Ωh in a certain order, for example, in a lexicographic or a red-black manner.
At each grid point the four difference equations are solved simultaneously, i.e., the corresponding
variables uh (x), vh (x), wh1 (x) and wh2 (x) are updated simultaneously. This means that a (4 × 4)system has to be solved at each grid point.
First of all we have to note that the large sparse matrix which corresponds to the discrete
system (6) is neither symmetric nor diagonally dominant. Furthermore, it is not an M-Matrix due
to positive off-diagonal entries. As a consequence, most of the classical convergence criteria for
standard iterative methods like Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel relaxation do not apply and it has to be
expected that these methods might diverge for certain parameter choices. In our numerical tests
for collective lexicographic or red-black Gauss-Seidel relaxation (abbreviated by GS-LEX and GSRB, respectively) we always observed an overall convergence, although for certain combinations of
α, β, Ix , Iy there were single relaxation steps with an increasing residual. An example of such a
convergence history is shown in Fig. 1 for collective Jacobi, GS-LEX and GS-RB relaxation.
However, if a relaxation method is applied within a multigrid algorithm then we are mainly
interested in its smoothing properties. That is, the relaxation is aimed at a sufficient reduction of the
high-frequency components of the error between the exact solution and the current approximation,
see above. A quantitative measure of its efficiency represents the smoothing factor µloc obtained
by local Fourier analysis. µloc is defined as the worst asymptotic error reduction by one relaxation
step of all high-frequency error components. For more details on local Fourier analysis we refer to
the literature [3, 33, 38]. Dealing with operators based on variable coefficients prevents a direct
application of local Fourier analysis. However, the analysis can be applied to the locally frozen
operator at a fixed grid point ξ. Replacing the variable x by a constant ξ, one obtains an operator
Lh (ξ) with constant frozen coefficients. In case of smoothly varying coefficients the smoothing
factor for Lh (x) can be bounded by the maximum over the smoothing factors for the locally frozen
operator, i.e.,
µloc (Lh (x)) = max µloc (Lh (ξ)) .
(8)
ξ∈Ωh

As a popular test case we consider frame 8 of the Yosemite sequence shown in Fig. 4. Table 1
presents the corresponding smoothing factors calculated via (8) for GS-LEX and GS-RB with
varying β. α is fixed at 1500 which turned out to be a proper choice w.r.t. the average angular
error (9) in many situations, see below. Obviously there is hardly any influence of the parameter β
on the resulting smoothing factor. We always observe nearly the same smoothing factors as they are
well-known for the Poisson equation (i.e. µ = 0.5 for GS-LEX and µ = 0.25 for GS-RB). Systematic
tests show that the same statement is also valid for the parameter α. As a consequence we can
expect to obtain the typical multigrid efficiency as long as the coarse grid correction works properly,
compare with Section 3.4. The situation is considerably more complicated if we apply decoupled
relaxations (compare with [33]) which will be discussed elsewhere.
Note that Ix and Iy are not varying smoothly over the image domain Ωh for this test case.
Instead we have moderate jumps in the coefficients. As a consequence, the smoothing factors from

Figure 1: Residual improvement of relaxations.

Table 1: Smoothing factors for GS-LEX and GS-RB, α = 1500.
β

0

0.4

1

GS-LEX
GS-RB

0.49973
0.25003

0.49980
0.25009

0.49970
0.25000

Table 1 are not justified rigorously. However from practical experience, they can be considered as
heuristic but reliable estimates for the actual smoothing properties especially since we only have
moderate jumps. To back up the theoretical results from smoothing analysis we also tested the
smoothing effect of the collective relaxations numerically. The smoothing effect of GS-LEX can be
clearly seen from Fig. 2. Here, the initial (random) error on a 33 × 33 grid (a scaled down version
of frame 8 from the Yosemite sequence) and the error after five collective GS-LEX steps of the first
component u of the optical flow velocity vector is shown.
Summarizing, there is sufficient evidence that collective damped Jacobi, GS-LEX and GS-RB
relaxation are reasonable smoothing methods even though they might diverge for single relaxation
steps as stand alone solvers.

3.4

Coarse grid correction

Next to the collective GS relaxation standard multigrid components are applied. To handle the
jumping coefficients in Ix and Iy we use Galerkin coarse grid operators. Since there are only
moderate jumps it is not necessary to consider operator-dependent transfers but we can stay with
straight-forward geometric transfers like full-weighting and bilinear interpolation. Throughout our
numerical experiments V(2,2)-cycles are employed (i.e., ν1 = 2 pre- and ν2 = 2 post-relaxations).
For details concerning these multigrid components we refer to the well-known literature again.
Since we are interested in a real-time solution it is necessary to use the full multigrid (FMG)
technique (see, e.g., [3, 33]). Here, the initial approximation on the fine grid is obtained by the
computation and interpolation of approximations on coarser grids. A properly adjusted FMG
algorithm yields an asymptotically optimal method, i.e. the number of arithmetic operations is
proportional to the number of grid points and at the same time the error of the resulting fine grid
solution is approximately equal to the discretization error.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Next, the numerical performance of the multigrid solver described above is investigated and the
quality of our optical flow model is demonstrated.
In general, it is very hard to quantify the quality of the optical flow velocity field. For synthetic
image sequences, often a ground truth motion field (see [27] for details) is used to measure the
quality of a computed optical flow field by the Average Angular Error (AAE). It is calculated via
(cf. [6])
 T

Z
1
uc ue
AAE(uc , ue ) =
arccos
dx ,
(9)
|Ω| Ω
|uc ||ue |
where uc = (uc , vc , 1) is the ground truth and ue = (ue , ve , 1) the estimated optical flow vector.
Most real world image sequences do not offer a ground truth motion field, therefore in this case
the quality of the optical flow is often measured visually by plotting the vector field and comparing
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Figure 2: Error smoothing of GS iteration for a scaled down version of frame 8 from the Yosemite sequence.

it to the expected result. For example one can check, if the vector field is smooth inside objects,
and if edges from different movements are preserved, e.g., objects moving over a static background.
All experiments for different combinations of α and β (see below) were performed using a single
FMG-V(2,2) cycle with collective GS-RB as smoother. The same visual and AAE results can be
also obtained by five V(2,2) cycles. Input images are smoothed by a discrete Gaussian filter mask
(standard deviation σ = 1.2) in order to ensure a robust computation of the image derivatives by
finite difference approximations.
For constant coefficients Ix and Iy one obtains the typical multigrid convergence factors similar
as for the Poisson equation which can be nicely predicted by local Fourier analysis. For jumping
coefficients a slight deterioration of the convergence rate can be observed. Table 2 lists some
representative results. Different values of α that are useful for the application do not have a
substantial impact on the convergence rates. The best convergence rates are achieved when the
combination of α and β is optimal with respect to the quality of the solution which is an interesting
observation by itself. Fig. 3 shows an AAE (9) plot over β for α = 1500. There the best quality
with respect to AAE is obtained for β ≈ 0.4. On the other hand the best convergence rates for
α = 1500 are also obtained for β ≈ 0.4.
To give an impression of the performance of our optical flow algorithm we list in Table 3 runtimes
for a FMG-V(2,2) cycle for different image sizes. The time measurement are done on an AMD
Opteron 248 Cluster node with 2.2 GHz, 64 KB L1 cache, 1 MB L2 cache, and 4 GByte DDR-333
RAM. Of course, by a hardware-specific performance optimization of the multigrid solver on current
architectures these times can be improved for real applications [10, 23].
In the following we use two sequences, one synthetic and one real world [1], to evaluate our
optical flow model.

4.1

Yosemite sequence

The Yosemite sequence with clouds, created by Lynn Quam [20], is a rather complex test case (see
Fig. 4). It consists of 15 frames of size 316 × 252 and depicts a flight through the Yosemite national
park. In this sequence translational (clouds) and divergent motion (flight) is present. Additionally
we have varying illumination in the region of the clouds, thus our constant brightness assumption
is not fulfilled there.
All tests were obtained with frames 8 and 9 of the Yosemite sequence. First we consider in
Fig. 3 the AAE for α = 500, 1500, 5000 and varying β. α = 500 was chosen because it was tested
to give the optimal value – w.r.t. a minimal AAE – for the second order system. The combined
regularizer produces the best result. It is able to outperform both the diffusion based and also the
curvature based regularizer. Since the AAE is measured over the whole image domain, also small
improvements of the AAE can lead to a substantial improvement of the local visual quality of the
resulting optical flow field.
Figure 4 shows image details of the resulting velocity fields for the Yosemite sequence, where
we choose α = 1500 to do a visual comparison of different values of β. The right half of this detail
includes the high mountain from the middle of the images. The mountains are moving from right to
left, while the clouds region is moving (pure horizontally) from left to right. For β = 1 one can see
the usual behavior of the original Horn and Schunck regularizer, which tries to produce a smooth

Table 2: Convergence rates for the computation of the optical flow from frame 8 and 9 of the Yosemite
sequence with α = 1500.

Cycle

β=0

GS-LEX
β = 0.4

β=1

β=0

GS-RB
β = 0.4

β=1

1
2
3
4
5

0.053
0.054
0.096
0.124
0.131

0.051
0.042
0.065
0.086
0.093

0.048
0.045
0.148
0.196
0.232

0.091
0.070
0.115
0.156
0.172

0.090
0.055
0.069
0.093
0.110

0.074
0.044
0.127
0.181
0.233

Table 3: Runtimes of the optical flow FMG-V(2,2) multigrid solver for different image sizes.
size

runtime (in ms)

256 × 192
256 × 256
316 × 252
640 × 480

305
420
560
1900

10.6
AAE for alpha=500
AAE for alpha=1500
AAE for alpha=5000

10.4
10.2
10

AAE

9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2
9
8.8
8.6
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

beta

Figure 3: AAE plot of the calculated optical flow between pictures 8 and 9 from the Yosemite sequence
for α = 500, α = 1500 and α = 5000.

solution even over the mountain crest. The fourth order system performs better in this regard,
as the region of influence is notably smaller for example at the right crossover. The combined
regularizer with β = 0.4 exhibits a mixture of both effects and leads to a smaller AAE over the
whole image. One can also observe that all methods fail to calculate the pure horizontal flow in
the clouds region. That is due to the fact, that the brightness varies here and thus the constant
brightness assumption of the data term does not hold.

4.2

Hamburg Taxi sequence

As a real image sequence we take the famous Hamburg Taxi sequence of size 256 × 190 shown in
Fig. 5. For the multigrid solver it was scaled up to 256×192. In this street scene, originally provided
by the University of Hamburg and available from http://i21www.ira.uka.de/image sequences,
we find four moving objects: the taxi turning the corner, a car in the lower left driving from left to
right, a van in the lower right entering the picture and driving right to left, and a pedestrian in the
upper left.
The two image details from the optical flow are taken between the first and the second car. In the
lower left corner the movement of the dark car and in the top right corner the diagonal movement
of the bright car is visualized. The left vector field plot shows the optical flow for the diffusion
based regularizer and optimized α. As one can see, the top right area includes the diagonal vectors
for the bright car, but the movement of the dark car suffers from the second order smoothness.
Also the static background area between both cars is covered with a smooth solution that tries to
couple the movements of both cars. The vector field from our fourth order system is visualized on
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Two vector fields from a detail of the optical flow using α = 1500 and the second order regularizer (β = 1)
on the left and our fourth order system (β = 0) on the right.

the right, again with optimized α. One can clearly see the two areas from the movement of both
cars. Also the background between both cars is preserved by a relatively small flow. One can even
recognize the curves from the dark car, as the flow field quickly changes outside the car object.
These observations demonstrate that the fourth order system does not penalize affine motion that
occurs in this sequence. The combined regularizer mixes up the two optical flow fields obtained
from β = 1 and β = 0 and it depends on the application, which value of β is best.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We presented and evaluated a combined diffusion and curvature based regularizer for optical flow
computations. The arising fourth order system of PDEs was solved efficiently by a geometric
multigrid solver. Here, it shows that the best results are obtained, when the weighting between
regularizer and brightness constancy assumption is chosen such that the multigrid solver shows an
optimal convergence rate. This is an interesting observation and it has to be investigated, if this
can be used to choose the weighting parameter automatically.
To improve the static weighting of the regularizer, which produces an equally smooth solution
throughout the picture, one could introduce a diffusivity function g : R → R+ given by, for instance,
the regularized total variation diffusivity [30]
1
g(s2 ) = √
,
2 s2 + 2

(10)

where  = 10−3 is used to avoid unbounded diffusivities. This leads to an isotropic regularizer
S4 (u) = g(|∇I|2 )S3 (u) ,
what can also be thought of as using a space-dependent α parameter. Fig. 4 contains the results
from the same image detail of the Yosemite sequence. What one can see here is a very sharp edge
from the mountain crest and a smooth solution directly below.
Next steps are the extension of the regularizer to the physically motivated div-curl based regularizer, or nonlinear regularizers, where α and β depend on the velocity field.
Furthermore we want to apply the curvature based regularizer to motion blur computed by a
combined optical flow and ray tracer motion field [39], to overcome the problem of the diffusion
based regularizer that introduces singularities in the Euler-Lagrange equations, since some motion
vectors are fixed within the optical flow model.
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